
RCM Key Benefits 

RAN congestion has been posing as a major barrier for mobile operators in 
achieving their objective to provide a consistent QoE to subscribers. It has 
become highly unpredictable due to skewed usage patterns, arbitrary 
congestion events, and immense growth of OTT content ecosystem leading 
to enormous data traffic.  This has made the network solutions, which 
implement orthodox methods for RAN congestion detection, obsolete. 
These methods heavily rely on fixed locations & time of the day, complex 
RAN integration and use of network probes to determine RAN congestion. 

 

The Solution 

Enea’s RAN Congestion Manager solution resides on the SGi path and is 
architected using patent-pending Machine Learning Technology which 
scores network congestion status by analyzing trends and variations in 
multiple user plane metrics on a per-traffic flow and session basis. This 
process is transparent to both the RAN and the user equipment and it does 
not require real-time integration with any element in the RAN or packet 
core. It correlates subscriber, session, location, network and per-flow 
congestion scores to dynamically determine the level of congestion for a 
network location. 

 

 

 

 

The figure below, taken from RAN Congestion Manager, illustrates an 18% 
saving on the highest PRB utilization. 

 

 

Predictive congestion management based on machine learning technology 

RAN Congestion Manager 

 

 

Real-Time Localized RAN 
Congestion Detection 
Eliminates iterative manual 
pre-qualification of congested 
areas by using supervised 
machine-learning and network 
specific trained model 
 

Seamless Network Insertion 
Being a Gi-LAN function, it 
eliminates RAN feedback and 
integration thereby eliminating 
control plane signaling over-
head 
 

Surgical Actions Through 
Advanced Heuristics  
Heuristics-based accurate traffic 
and video classification 
 

Net Neutrality Compliant 
Provides real-time congestion 
dashboard & historical reports 
so that appropriate traffic 
management policies can be 
enforced based on the conges-
tion status 
 
 
NFV Compliant 
Certified on Openstack, 
VMWare, CISCO, Huawei and 
Ericsson NFV environments 

 

DATASHEET 

Find Out More! 
Request your RAN Congestion Manager demo today 



RCM Salient Features 
 

Network Location Information 

The solution maintains a congestion status score on a per-network location basis. Location granularity is configurable; location can 
be defined at a cell, sector (or groups) or eNodeB level. 

 

Integration with Enea GiLAN Services 

The congestion status determined by RCM is maintained for every subscriber session and can be used by other Enea applications 
to enforce selective actions. These include the selective management of encrypted and non-encrypted video content for users in a 
congested area to bring congestion below a configurable threshold. 

 

Congestion Analytics Dashboard 

The congestion analytics dashboard enables the operators to view a number of active and congested sessions, and average 
subscriber throughput at top 10 locations. Manual selection of 10 locations is also allowed. 

 

The following figures taken from RAN Congestion Manager show Congested Sessions vs Total Sessions (evolution over time and 
aggregated per location), and TCP throughput for the uplink (evolution over time and aggregated per location). 

Find out  
 more! 

TCP throughput for the uplink 

 Video Watched Time 
Enea’s Mobile Data Optimization solution consists of a suite of products: RAN Congestion 
Manager, Encrypted Video Manager, and TCP Accelerator 

Enea is one of the world’s leading specialists in software for telecommunications and cybersecurity. The company’s cloud-
native products are used to enable and protect services for mobile subscribers, enterprise customers, and connected 
devices. More than 4.5 billion people rely on Enea technologies in their daily lives. 
For more information: www.enea.com  
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